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Soar with the White Light of the Mother Flame

N

ow that you have entered into Akasha, let your heart soar on the White
Light of the Mother Flame to carry you into the Fullness of God! For
there awaits the Great I AM for you to embrace, to surround you, to fill you,
and to charge you with the God Consciousness that Akasha brings to you.
For you have prepared your vehicles to receive the Most High. You have
bent your knee before the Altar, surrendered all your own human creation,
intoned the Qualities of your own God Presence through the vehicle of your
Holy Christ Presence, and thus established this stronghold of Light. You
are now ready to raise your Torch on high, knowing that at any moment
the Fullness of God may stream forth and impart to you the Will of God,
the Wisdom of God, the Fullness of God Love that you may put into every
endeavor as you pursue your Destiny in this, the Fullness of God.
Too many look at life with the narrow view of their immediate, selfcentered concerns, knowing only their habits, the human mind, their returning
karma. They think that their present lot in life is all they will be allowed as
a way of life, the sameness day in and day out — oh, perhaps with a little
variation of their own returning karma. Nonetheless, not much can change
until they engage with the Flame upon the Altar of their Heart.
Such an engagement, as most of mankind has come to realize, is easier
said than done. For in the abstract, without the firsthand experience and
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understanding of the Nature of God, the Fullness of God in all of the
Attributes, all of the Qualities, all of the Virtues that are the natural estate
of the Mighty I AM Presence — and yes, blessed ones, that of the Great
I AM — mankind can neither reach a full understanding of God nor embrace
the Truth of their own Identity. So it remains to be seen how many of the
sparks of God Identity, treasured upon the Altar of the Heart, will actually
be released into their outer mind as God Direction. How much of the Love
that is there, banked upon the Altar of the Heart, that is infinite in its Divine
Abundance, will be truly realized, experienced, and then offered up to God
in life through the day-to-day interaction with all of the aspects of God,
whether it be the Sons and Daughters of God, one’s family, one’s profession,
one’s Earth. For all require Love.
It is indeed a challenge to awaken the Flame upon the Altar of the Heart
to take its rightful place in the outer vehicles, so that through those vehicles
there can be the recognition of the Truth of the I AM. And not just to know
of it, but so they can begin to draw it forth and to live that life charged with
the Light of God, feeling the coursing of the Mother Light through the spinal
altar, knitting together each of the spiritual centers so that the whole fabric
of the Being of the I AM Presence is alive in each plane of consciousness,
ready to behold the Treasures that are locked within the Heart of the Mighty
I AM that the Presence desires to share with God in life, to expand as God
Awareness, God Momentum, God Divinity.
For yes, blessed ones, your lifestream is intended to release that Charge
of Light that is the Intonation of God from out the Central Sun. But when
most of mankind do not realize that there is anything save the human
creation that abounds within them, then there is loss for that incarnation.
Karmic momentums of negativity are perpetuated, and there is a mounting
reinforcement of those patterns and habits of long, long ago still holding on.
Fortunately for you, as students of your own Mighty I AM Presence, you
have embraced the reality that God is within you. God has taken up residence
upon the Altar of your Heart and has drawn these vehicles of consciousness
that you know as Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Akasha into being! And by the
God Awareness of the Great I AM, all the Fabric of Life is knitted together
in the Allness of God! You are not separate and apart from the Family of
God! You have always been and always will be the “apple-of-the-eye” of the
Great I AM — loved beyond measure, cherished, caressed when you need
Comfort, warmed when you are chilled, nourished when you are hungry.
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Whenever you desire to put on a new Quality of God Consciousness
and flourish within that as a gift to God in life, it is the Allness of God that
comes in answer to your request and says, “I AM here. We will go together to
complete this journey, this creativity, this blessing.” And the Individualization
of your own God Presence will hold you responsible for that which you are
to accomplish! So take heed that you hold the vibration high, so that there
is no encroachment upon your gift to God in life of a lesser vibration than
the Holy Christ Presence could abide.
This is most important, blessed ones, for you to realize. For you are not an
island in the midst of some wasteland that is without benefit of the fullness
of all that you require. Oh, there are some who have turned their face away
from God, who in their rebellion have rejected the very Hand that would
have fed them, the Heart that would have loved them, the Will that would
have given them Power to overcome their limitations! But still, the Presence
of God is nigh.
You need not go far to enter within the embrace of the Allness of God.
Those who seem to be drowning in the depths of their own emotional turmoil
or wracked with all manner of confusion of their own human mind know
not what it means to abide in the Peace that is right there for them. Merely
turning the dial of vibration to connect within the spiritual centers of one’s
being would allow for the Fullness of that Peace to abide. You need not have
pursued a path of righteousness, holiness, sacredness for a long time to have
benefit of all of the gifts that the Presence of God is waiting to bestow upon
you. It can happen within the blink of an eye, no matter who you are.
For, blessed ones, to open your heart to allow the Fullness of God to
resonate within your vehicles of consciousness is merely a matter of the freewill
election entrusted to you. Oh, many excuse their behavior, their lot in life,
thinking they have either been wronged by another over whom they have no
control, or overcome by their own habits and momentums which have such a
hold they cannot free themselves or be cleared of those momentums. So they
stop trying. And they resign themselves to that vibration, that mindset. But
is that the high ideal that is born in the Heart of your own God Presence for
you? Is that the Charge of Momentum that your God Presence would put
behind an Ascended Master Way of Life that you are to live?
Certainly, if there is not a righting of the course of one’s endeavors, a
calling upon the Law of Forgiveness, a Transmutation of the Flames of God
Consciousness, consuming by the Love of God all that is outside the vibration
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that would enable God to be ever close at hand, if that does not occur, blessed
ones, there will be a continual round of incarnations, living over and over
the same karmic patterns — perhaps with different names, even a different
family, although sometimes those families do reincarnate together again and
again because they have such a karmic bond.
Your Presence has all of the answers that you require. Certainly the Great
I AM never intended for you to be without the resources that you require
to overcome, to have the fullness of life that you desire, one that is true and
right according to your own God Presence, that is the Truth of your Identity,
that is the right course, the Divine Plan, when it comes forth from your own
God Presence and you have ratified it! You have established a Oneness with
your own Heart Flame in whichever plane of consciousness you are presently
engaged, so that that Presence is exercising the Will of God through you,
and Illumination comes forth and enables you to put into wise use all that
has been entrusted to you.
How few there are that know the ‘genesis’ of their life. Most of mankind
have not received in their outer consciousness enough clarity of the Mind
of God, and therefore all that remains is the human consciousness making
them believe that is all there really is. And they revolve and teach that carnal
mind in all of the schoolrooms of Earth, regurgitating more and more of
the human consciousness. But that will not enlighten them if there is not
the Flame upon the Altar of the Heart ignited to parse the Truth from the
untruth, discerning the Vibration of God within the texts.
To have the co-measurement of the Christ Discrimination that you must
bring to the fore, there must first be an activity of the Flame upon the Altar
of your Heart fully engaged in life! You cannot excuse your shortcomings,
blaming them on some ancient karma you did not know about. For you
now have the tools of the Flame of God with which to address those karmic
patterns, even before they hit the physical and become a pattern of your life
in this incarnation.
Why do you suppose you have been given the Sword Excalibur to wield
as the Emerald Truth and the Diamond Mind of God to clarify all of those
gray areas of life that you must parse? And some are, oh, so challenging. For
it is but a slight nuance between what is right and what is wrong — resulting
in such a vastly different outcome!
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But if you do not have Illumination’s Flame burning brightly, the White
Fire of the Mother Light shining forth, the Will of God as your highest
purpose in life to fulfill, then, blessed ones, you will miss the mark from
time to time and be required to repeat those initiations, those tests, again
and again till your God Presence is sure that you have mastered the required
attributes of God Qualities and Virtues that are the natural estate of the
Truth of your Identity and allowed them to resonate through your vehicles of
Consciousness, to permeate the atmosphere about you, to so charge the Earth.
Then rippling forth from your own God Presence anchored upon the
Altar of your Heart in each plane of consciousness resounds that Intonation
of the Presence of the Great I AM — transmuting unreality, misqualification,
establishing Patterns of God Reality, Forms of the Identity of your Presence
in its purest and oh, so magnificent Quality to be impressed upon life! Then
you will have overflowing in your vehicles of consciousness the Gifts that
are treasured for you in the Great Central Sun, Gifts that the Ascended and
Cosmic Beings strive mightily to awaken your consciousness to so that you
can benefit from them, draw upon them, put them into the patterns of life
that you generate, that you embrace, and ultimately, you expand as the very
Presence of the Great I AM!
That work awaits you! There remains the conscious decision that you
must make to engage with your God Presence. It doesn’t come upon you as
a flash of Light in the abstract! There must be part of your own Heart Flame
already awakened for the Presence of God to anchor within your outer vehicles
greater Momentums of that God Reality. Keeping a conscious awareness
of the Great I AM, streaming forth in all of the Qualities that have been
bestowed upon God in Life, allows you, blessed ones, as the Mighty I AM
Presence in action, here in this incarnation, to anchor a sufficient Charge to
assist in bringing forth the Golden Age.
As you ponder who you are, as you assess your vibration, and evaluate
what you will accomplish with this very awesome Presence of God, won’t you
consider how great is your Responsibility? For you now know the Presence
of God is upon you, is within you, and can and will act through you, if you
will abide in the vibration that allows the closeness of God.
The Glory of God is not far removed from where you are. You need
only open your heart to receive the Light of the Great Central Sun and the
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Momentum of the Mother Light that I, Amerissis, bring this day, to charge
your vehicles of consciousness in the Mother Flame and to assist you in the
preparation for the coming cycle. For the Golden Age will come forth upon
the Earth, as you, the Sons and Daughters of God, put on the Christed
Robes of Light and fulfill the Divine Momentum of God Reality where you
are! For it has been decreed and you have vowed at inner levels to fulfill your
Responsibility as the part that you are to play for the Dawning Golden Age.
Be sealed in the Mother Light, the White Light of Purity! Be sealed in
the Golden Elixir of Illumination, the Blue Flame of the Will of God, and
the Pink Flame of the Love of God residing upon the Altar of your Heart!
Let that Garment of Light fall roundabout your shoulders. Allow the Crown
of Illumination to be placed upon your brow! And let your Heart be always
open to God!
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